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Abstract — Accurate performance and reliability evaluation of
utility-scale photovoltaic (PV) systems requires accountability of
solar gain contributions. A novel solar gain utility-scale inverter
model has been developed to characterize inverter efficiency with
respect to solar resource, general ambient conditions and thermal
system losses. A sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the
robustness of the model based on four assumed material
properties. This analysis revealed 22.9% modeled internal
inverter temperature sensitivity to surface absorptivity, with
significantly less sensitivity to other parameters studied,
indicating the impact of proper surface coating material selection
on solar thermal absorption. This analysis was applied to a large
utility-scale PV plant, assessing performance data from twelve
500kW inverters, and environmental data from twelve respective
meteorological test stations. An RMSE value of 6.1% was found
between the model and measured inner inverter temperatures.
The results also suggest a negative 3.6x10-4 [W/m2]-1 normalized
inverter efficiency correspondence with solar gain heat
adsorption across the twelve inverters for a one-day, clear-sky
time period.
Index Terms—Solar gain, inverter, photovoltaics, utility-scale
PV plant.

I. INTRODUCTION
Increased PV utility-scale plant development in varying
geographic locations has required the need for enhanced
thermal characterization, especially for plants in high solar
resource and temperature environments. As the level of solar
radiation increases, so too does the level of solar gain heating,
defined as the difference between incident energy and thermal
losses. The results of this investigation will help address the
impact of solar gain on internal inverter temperatures, which
directly impacts the performance and reliability of an inverter.
This can be particularly true with regard objects comprised of
large thermal inertia. Optimal thermal management has been
shown to not only be vital for PV modules, but also for
inverters and other balance of system (BOS) components [1].
In particular, PV inverter system performance has been shown
to vary with solar concentration, with respect to global
horizontal irradiance (GHI) as well as temperature [2].
Catelani et. al. [3] demonstrated through inverter laboratory
and field test measurements, the temperature sensitivity these
systems have with respect to performance, especially with
regard to power electronics. Smet et. al. [4] and Berning et. al.
[5] provided evidence indicating the detrimental effects that
high operating temperatures, especially above 50°C, have in
creating thermal stress that can impact switching performance

of integrated bipolar gate transistors (IGBT). Zhang et. al. [7]
studied the performance of large grid-connected PV power
systems and found that an inverter’s reliability reduced with
temperature and reported an available energy generation index
reduction of 3% due to temperatures reaching 60°C. Finally,
PV reliability studies by Sorensen et. al. [1] and He et. al. [8]
provided accumulated damage evidence of various inverter
components that were thermally stressed, not just by electric
current heating, but due to ambient heat transfer contributions
as well.
Studies have also examined solar irradiance variation
impacts on utility-scale PV modules and inverter systems.
These studies, such as those from Marion et. al. [8] and Stein
[2] addressed cloud cover ramp rates on grid stability and
plant energy generation. These respective studies found that
the correlation between irradiance and distance across a site
decreased as the site becomes larger, and they found a
reduction in PV system efficiency as the ambient temperature
increased beyond 25°C. Marion et. al. [8] investigated PV
energy generation performance parameters for PV plants in
varying sizes and locations. The authors indicated a strong
potential dependence of a performance ratio, defined as actual
output energy to ideal energy generation on ambient
temperature for a large solar facility in Boulder, Colorado. At
this location, over a 30 year period, the performance ratio was
found to vary by as much as 17% between cold and warm
weather months.
Although prior studies have investigated the impact of
solar irradiance variability on PV generation effects [14-16],
as well as temperature assessments of PV modules and solar
heat collectors [1], few studies have addressed the impacts of
solar gain contributions on performance and reliability of
utility-scale PV inverter systems. This investigation evaluates
PV inverter performance and thermal impacts due to solar
gain at both a PV site-level and the inverter-level. These
differing levels of system fidelity have varying levels of heat
and power management complexity. A utility-scale inverter
solar gain model has been developed, leveraging previously
developed performance parameters to investigate inverter
performance and cumulative damage. The incident solar gain
is determined by a transient energy balance, as the difference
between incident irradiance and heat loss. The model
approximates the inverter geometry as a rectangular box
constructed from AISI 316 stainless steel. A sensitivity
analysis was also performed to assess the model’s response to
assumed parameters due to a lack of available information.
This model also does not account for internal heat generation
and cooling system heat rejection, which will be the focus of

another study. Additionally, this work assumes the inverter is
unobstructed from shading and thermal radiative forcing of
nearby structures. Finally, this work examines data collected
from twelve, 500kW inverters from a utility-scale PV site to
apply this analysis. Each inverter has a meteorological test
station located adjacent to it.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Solar Gain Inverter Model
Inverter surface temperatures were determined by considering
thermal energy exchange between the inverter with its ambient
environment through heat transfer modes of convection,
radiation and conduction. In desert environments, the rate of
change of ambient, as well as inverter system temperatures
can be significant warranting a non-steady-state energy
balance.
For simplicity, the utility-scale inverter was modeled as a
rectangular box with four vertical walls and one horizontal
wall. A control volume was assessed across each of the five
respective walls according to Fig. 1, where the resulting
energy balance is expressed as:
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To compute the forced convection component, a constant
wind speed of 6 m/s was used, pertaining to average values for
the site’s location.
The short-wave radiation incident on each of the four
vertical walls of the inverter can be computed from Eqn. (4),
where is equal to ̇
irradiance, comprised of directnormal, diffuse and ground reflective radiative contributions.
̇
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where
is the outer wall surface temperature, ̇ is the
solar gain contribution. In Eqn. (1),
is the density and Cp
is the heat capacity of the inverter wall material, where for this
study the material properties were taken to be of a common
AISI 316 stainless steel alloy.
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For external flow over a flat surface, Nusselt number is
calculated as the ratio of convective to conductive heat
transfer across the boundary, which is determined from
appropriate forced and natural convection empirical
correlations for respective vertical or horizontal walls. Many
of the correlations used in this analysis, can be found in
Incropera DeWitt [21].

such that:
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For the vertical surfaces of the inverter, ̇
was determined
from a dynamic global to direct irradiance conversion model
by Perez et. al. [20]. The diffuse component was adapted from
a model developed by Klucher [23]:
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In the aforementioned equations,
is the tilt angle of each
respective wall, Z is the zenith angle, θ is the azimuth angle,
and ̇
is the direct horizontal irradiance, computed as:
Fig. 1.

Heat transfer energy exchange at the inverter wall

In Eqn (1), ̇ is heat transfer due to long-wave radiation,
̇ is heat transfer due to short-wave radiation, ̇
is
conduction, and ̇
is convection heat transfer with heat
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To compute ̇
and ̇
, latitude, longitude, altitude, as
well as date and time values were required. For the ground

reflectance contribution ̇
Loutzenhiser et. al. [20]:
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, this work used a model by
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For the top horizontal wall, was taken to be equal to ̇
.
For long-wave radiation component, the outer inverter
surfaces were assumed to act as gray bodies with long wave
electromagnetic energy radiation computed using a model
adapted from Jones and Underwood [25].
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To evaluate inverter performance and reliability as a result
of solar gain, analysis from Haeberlin and Beutler [9], was
adapted based on IEC standard 61724 [16], to assess inverter
energy production, solar resource and the overall impact on
system losses due to solar gain heating. The performance
parameters below include the reference yield, equal to the
ratio of in-plane irradiance to the reference PV irradiance; Go
(1000W/m2). The array and final yield are ratios of DC and
AC output energy to nameplate power of each respective
installed PV array.

(9)
Reference Yield:
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Array Yield:
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Final Yield:
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Performance Ratio:
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Inverter Efficiency:
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In this investigation we assume the inverter is not overlooked
by adjacent structures and that the ground temperature is
approximately equal to the ambient temperature. Therefore the
radiative view factor facing the sky has a view factor
(
))⁄ , and the portion facing the ground has
of (
(
))⁄ . Values for the radiation
a view factor of (
parameters in Eqn. (3) were taken from Schott [26] where εSky
= 0.95 and TSky = Tamb - δT for clear-sky conditions, and εSky =
1 and for overcast conditions, εGround = 0.95.
The final solar gain heat input for the entire inverter was
determined as the sum of ̇ for each of the respective walls.
To determine the inner inverter temperature TIn, another
energy balance was performed across the volume of the
inverter space, with air as the ambient fluid and the inverter
surface temperatures computed as boundary conditions,
through the aforementioned calculations.
∑

B. Normalized Parametric Analysis
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where EDC and EAC are respective DC and AC energy
computed over a one-day period.
C. PV Utility-Scale Application
Outdoor measurements for a utility-scale PV plant have
been collected over a twenty four hour period, where clear-sky
conditions were present, and annual average wind speed and
humidity values were observed. As shown in Fig. 1, the PV
site contains inverters denoted within twelve of the boxes.

Here, the air within the inverter was approximated to be still
and well-mixed, which was validated by a subsequent natural
convection boundary layer thickness formulation [21] for each
respective inner surface:

(
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⁄
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where
is the computed Gashoff number and
was
found to be respectively less than 0.6 inches, validating the
well-mixed temperature approximation for a relatively large
interior inverter volume.
The time derivatives in the computational program were
solved using Euler’s method to solve for each respective
temperature as a function of time. In Eqn. (12), tstep represents
the time step between each data point.
(

)

( )
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Fig. 2. PV plant layout with inverter and meteorological stations
indicated by shaded circles.

Data was collected from the twelve inverters and
corresponding MET stations indicated on the map in Fig. 2.
Sensor errors were accounted for by evaluating clear-sky data,
during different time-periods, against respective mean values

to determine offset error correction factors. To properly
account for thermal inertia and evaluate heat losses, night time
data during the 24 hour period was also included.
II. RESULTS
Cumulative solar gain contributions, as well as inverter
efficiency values for each of the twelve respective inverters,
over a one-day period are presented in Fig. 3. One-minute data
resolution was used for this particular study.

Total inverter thermal flux values can be seen in Fig. 5 for the
inverter with calculated median cumulative solar gain input
values. Since ̇ was found to change differently for each
respective outer inverter surface, ̇
was found to deviate
̇
from that of the total irradiance
. Over the course of the
day, inverter heat losses were found to be less than
̇
until about 1:30PM, where they then became
dominant, causing a reduction in solar gain.

Fig. 5. Incident solar GHI values over a 1-day clear-sky period,
along with heat flux values due to incident short wave radiation, heat
loss and resultant solar gain heat flux.

Fig. 3. Data Distribution maps for PV plant inverter cumulative
solar gain and normalized inverter efficiencies, for twelve inverters,
over a 24 hr. period.

Next, the values from both plots of Fig. 3 were sorted
according to descending values of cumulative solar gain with
the results shown in Fig. 4. A linear regression analysis was
applied to this data set, which suggests an overall negative
3.6x10-4 [W/m2]-1 normalized efficiency correspondence with
solar gain for all twelve inverters across the site.

Fig. 4. PV plant inverter cumulative solar gain vs. inverter
efficiency correspondence over a 24 hr. period.

The modeled inner inverter temperature was compared against
the measured inner inverter temperature with correspondence
shown in Fig. 6. For this particular inverter, the RMSE was
found to be 6.1%, which suggests a good correspondance
between the model and measured inverter temperatures. This
RSME value was found to vary by 5.1% for the other eleven
inverters, however further study is required to validate the
trends of this small data set with the other inverters at the site.

Fig. 6. Measured and calculated cabinet temperature for the
median cumulative solar gain inverter, with 24 hr. comparison
between both data sets in top-right plot containing computational
error bars.

Many of the parameters in this transient thermal model were
either measured or can be found on the inverter
manufacturer’s data sheet. However, some parameters were
not accessible, which included the temperature and emissivity
of the sky TSky, εSky, and ground TGround , εGround, as well as the
material type for the inverter casing, where properties were
assumed for
,
,
and
. A sensitivity
analysis was performed for each these parameters via a set of
“one-off” analyses where one parameter was varied over a
respective range of possible stainless steel alloy property
values, while keeping all other parameters fixed. Internal
inverter temperatures, and a corresponding measured
temperatures RSME error, were then calculated. The results of
Fig. 7 demonstrate that
has an optimally low RSME
value at 0.65, however this property has been found to vary
over time with degradation of surface materials and coatings
on metals [24].

comparison between both data sets in top-right plot containing
computational error bars

The results of the other studies found respective optimal
values of 26.5 W/m-K, 7480 kg/m3 and 490 J/kg-K, with
RMSE standard deviations of only 0.16, 0.04 and 0.03,
indicating that the model has the highest degree of sensitivity
to
for these four parameters. Justification can be
attributed to its direct impact on the computations of ̇ .
Next, imposing these optimal parameters back into the
original model we find a 39% average reduction in RMSE.

III. CONCLUSIONS
A new model for evaluating inverter performance based on
solar gain is presented that computed inner inverter
temperatures, over a one-day, clear-sky period, to within 6.1%
error. Further analysis revealed as high as 22.9% model
sensitivity to surface absorptivity, which has a direct impact
on the ability for incident short wave radiation to be absorbed.
Overall, the results of this study show an overall negative
3.6x10-4
[W/m2]-1
normalized
inverter
efficiency
correspondence with solar gain over the one-day time period.
However further research over an extended time period; with
the inclusion a larger data set of inverters is required to
validate these findings. The heat transfer model will also need
to be further developed to include heat transfer contributions
due to internal heat generation and heat removal from onboard cooling systems. These contributions, such as DC line
voltage, can also impact inverter efficiency that will also
require further fundamental examination beyond the analysis
presented here.

Fig. 7. Absorptivity sensitivity analysis over a range of α = 0–1,
with an RMSE minimum reached at an α value of 0.65.
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